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Inside Tips from Top Wine Experts Michael Mondavi, Jacques Pépin, Gina Gallo, and Kevin

Zraly are just four of the contributors to Wine Secrets—a compilation of tips and tricks from

today’s top wine experts, with advice on everything from buying and tasting to cooking and

pairing. Readers will discover: • How to find the best wines by sticking to the classics •

How to judge whether a wine is “good” • How to act like you know what you’re doing when

ordering wine • How to guesstimate wine style from packaging clues • How to taste wine

like a pro     •  And much, much more!

About the AuthorMarnie Old is among the best-known sommeliers and wine educators in the

United States. She has created wine lists for many upscale eateries including New York City's

Morimoto and Buddakan. She is assistant dean of wine studies at Manhattan's French Culinary

Institute and a member of the faculty at Temple University. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.
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insights and practical hints designed with the everyday wine drinker in mind. Inside, you’ll find

everything from basic concepts that help untangle wine’s complexity to specific advice on

which features are important in an all-purpose wineglass.As wine professionals, the experts

cited on these pages have all built their lives around one of life’s purest pleasures. Like works

of art, the best wines can transport us with a single sip to another place and time. The

extraordinary properties of wine have been recognized for centuries. Even the simplest ones

are refreshing, delicious, and nutritious and can melt away the anxieties of the day.Yet, there’s

no question that wine can also be a source of frustration. Compared to virtually every other

food or beverage, wine seems fraught with hazards. Impenetrable labels, pairing rules, serving

temperatures—newcomers are confronted with an overwhelming number of choices and

service rituals that can stand in the way of appreciating what’s in the bottle.An entire industry



has sprung up to support wine as an elite beverage, building a world in which what you know

about wine is a reflection of your social status. But, that’s not what wine is really about.

Socrates had it right: The more you know, the more you know you don’t know. And, with wine,

that’s okay. The minutia that gets all the attention—vintages, winemaking techniques, soil

types, individual wine reviews—isn’t what most wine drinkers need to know. What’s important is

to learn just enough about wine to help you take more pleasure from drinking it—how to

describe what you like, how its flavors shift with food, and so on.
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Martini, WinemakerIndexAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorIntroductionTHIS BOOK IS A

COLLECTION OF PEARLS OF WINE WISDOM FROM FORTY LEADING FIGURES IN THE

WINE WORLD. THESE SIMPLE TIPS AREN’T RECOMMENDATIONS OR traditional lessons

about styles or regions. Rather, they’re useful insights and practical hints designed with the

everyday wine drinker in mind. Inside, you’ll find everything from basic concepts that help

untangle wine’s complexity to specific advice on which features are important in an all-purpose

wineglass.As wine professionals, the experts cited on these pages have all built their lives

around one of life’s purest pleasures. Like works of art, the best wines can transport us with a

single sip to another place and time. The extraordinary properties of wine have been

recognized for centuries. Even the simplest ones are refreshing, delicious, and nutritious and

can melt away the anxieties of the day.Yet, there’s no question that wine can also be a source

of frustration. Compared to virtually every other food or beverage, wine seems fraught with

hazards. Impenetrable labels, pairing rules, serving temperatures—newcomers are confronted

with an overwhelming number of choices and service rituals that can stand in the way of

appreciating what’s in the bottle.An entire industry has sprung up to support wine as an elite

beverage, building a world in which what you know about wine is a reflection of your social

status. But, that’s not what wine is really about. Socrates had it right: The more you know, the

more you know you don’t know. And, with wine, that’s okay. The minutia that gets all the

attention—vintages, winemaking techniques, soil types, individual wine reviews—isn’t what

most wine drinkers need to know. What’s important is to learn just enough about wine to help

you take more pleasure from drinking it—how to describe what you like, how its flavors shift

with food, and so on.Those who know the most about wine tend to have the fewest

pretensions. Sommeliers and winemakers don’t put wine on a pedestal; we invite it into our

lives. We know that wine isn’t a “liquid asset” to be hoarded and traded; it’s a liquid pleasure to



be shared and enjoyed. People who know wine in their bones rarely stand on ceremony, and

their expertise brings a measure of common sense to bear that dispels snobbery.In my work as

a sommelier and a wine educator, I meet a lot of people who are worried about picking the

wrong wine or serving it incorrectly. If we allow wine to induce stress, we’ve really got ourselves

turned around. The idea is to be drinking wine to relieve stress. That’s why I wrote this book. I

wanted to share with wine drinkers everywhere the kinds of ideas that help instill the

confidence and calm that experts feel and banish the fearfulness and stress experienced by

beginners.CHAPTER ONEWine BasicsWINE IS TRULY SPECIAL, CAPABLE OF GIVING

GREAT PLEASURE. IT IS HEALTHFUL AND DELICIOUS, RELAXING AND NUTRITIOUS.

WHAT’S NOT TO LIKE? YET, WINE can be equally frustrating. No other agricultural product is

as impenetrably labeled; centuries of elite status have left us subject to arcane hierarchies and

confusing legal terminology. Attempting to navigate the sea of wine options can leave the

novice feeling powerless, perhaps even paralyzed with self-doubt. Little wonder that most

people prefer to buy wines based on third-party endorsements or recommendations rather

than choosing for themselves.Knowledge is power. Upon discovering wine’s joys, our first

instinct is to learn as much as we can, to master wine through sheer memorization. But wine is

far too complex for this strategy to be successful. Most wine books and classes focus so tightly

on technical data—such as appellations and grape varietals, soil types and vinification

techniques—that beginners end up missing the forest for the trees.As a wine educator, I

usually recommend the opposite approach. Rather than learn what sets each style apart, let’s

begin with what they all share. Wine is much easier to understand once you’ve been introduced

to a few key concepts. In this section, you’ll find a short list of useful generalizations; these “big

picture” ideas will help illustrate how the wine world works.WINEMAKING:HOW SWEET

GRAPE JUICE BECOMES DRY WINEED SBRAGIAWinemakerED SBRAGIA is one of

California’s most respected winemakers. He holds the title of winemaster emeritus at Napa

Valley’s Beringer Vineyards in honor of his 32-year tenure at California’s oldest continuously

operating winery. His wines have garnered countless awards, and he was instrumental in

developing Beringer’s legendary Private Reserve program. Although Sbragia continues to

consult for Beringer, he has recently focused on his own family’s vineyard land in Sonoma

County’s Dry Creek valley. In 2004 he launched Sbragia Family Vineyards, where he and his

son Adam make wine together.WINE IS MADE from grapes—specifically, fermented grapes.

During fermentation sugar is consumed by microorganisms called yeasts and converted into

alcohol. Because yeasts are everywhere, fermentation happens all the time throughout nature.

Anything sugary can ferment; in fact, it’s an early phase of spoilage. Have you ever taken a trip

and forgotten to clean out the fridge first? If the orange juice tasted sour and fizzy when you

came home, congratulations: You made orange wine.There is no need to master chemical

formulas to appreciate wine. But if you want to get a handle on how the wine world works, a

basic grasp of fermentation is a good place to start.• IN WINEMAKING, THE MAIN PROCESS

THAT OCCURS IS FERMENTATION, IN WHICH YEASTS CONSUME SUGAR AND

GENERATE ALCOHOL.Any sweet liquid can ferment, and all beverage alcohol is made via

fermentation. Beer and sake are fermented beverages too, but they are based on malted barley

and moldy rice instead of ripe grapes. When yeasts metabolize sugar, they break it down into

alcohol and carbon dioxide. Sometimes we preserve some natural carbonation, but for most

wines we allow the carbon dioxide bubbles to escape.• MICROSCOPIC YEASTS ARE WHAT

MAKE WINEMAKING TICK; THEY ARE THE KEY TO FRUIT’S MIRACULOUS

TRANSFORMATION INTO WINE.Yeasts are living things—single-celled members of the

fungus family. As with any other life form, yeasts are hard-wired to eat and reproduce. They eat



sugar, which provides the energy they need to reproduce, starting the cycle over again.

Ironically, yeasts’ own byproduct eventually becomes toxic for them; they cannot survive once

wine reaches 15 to 16 percent alcohol.• GRAPES ARE IDEALLY SUITED FOR WINEMAKING

BECAUSE THEY ARE SWEET, FLAVORFUL, AND JUICY.Sweeter than most other fruits,

grapes are rich in highly fermentable glucose and fructose, which makes them able to produce

high-alcohol wine. Historically, people chose to ferment grapes rather than, say, strawberries

because grapes made stronger wine. High alcohol was desirable because it is nutritious,

resists spoilage, and intensifies flavor.• GRAPE JUICE MAY BE SUGARY, BUT MOST WINES

ARE DRY, A WINE TERM MEANING “NOT PERCEPTIBLY SWEET.”During winemaking,

yeasts break down sugar. The process slows and stops naturally when no sugar remains,

similar to a car running out of gas. Juice that started off extremely sweet—with 20 percent

sugar content or higher—ends up with so little (generally less than 1 percent) that the tongue is

unable to perceive it. We call this state dryness, which sounds confusing but really just means

the absence of sweetness. It is sometimes expressed as a measurement of the leftover, or

residual, sugar quantified in either grams per liter or as a percentage by weight.Beverage

alcohol is created through fermentation—the action of yeast organisms that converts sugar into

alcohol and carbon dioxide.• MANY FACTORS INFLUENCE OUR PERCEPTION OF A

WINE’S SWEETNESS OR DRYNESS.Our senses are not lab instruments; they are strongly

influenced by context. Two wines may have identical sugar content but be perceived as

differing in sweetness. For example, sweetness in wine can be balanced or even completely

masked by high levels of acidity, bitterness, or carbonation. Elevated alcohol, on the other

hand, can dramatically boost perceived sweetness. Also, some sugars taste sweeter than

others; of the two types abundant in grapes, fructose seems twice as sweet as glucose.In

addition, we tend to associate certain sensations with others, which can lead us to imagine a

sweet taste in wines that smell reminiscent of sugary things. Everything else being equal, a

wine that smells like raisins will likely seem sweeter than a wine that smells like lemon peel.
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Book on Tasting, Varietals and So Much More

D. Gordon Savage, “Strongly recommended for Waitstaff. Most wine books are terribly written.

There's a reason for that. We have too many wines and too few adequate concepts to

communicate exactly what to expect from them -- something impossibly complicated by the fact

that each and every food will alter the experience of the wine it's paired with.The state of wine

knowledge is especially difficult for the waiter. His job is to communicate clearly and quickly, to

summarize, clearly explain and help the guest make the right decision. Yet those who make

explaining wine their business are, perhaps by nature, attracted to endless detail, fascinated by

the differences in terroir yielded by south facing limestone slopes versus north facing limestone

slopes. Even if I shared their interest, as a waiter I don't have time for it.Enter Wine Secrets.

Marnie Old has assembled winemakers, chefs and sommeliers to tackle all the important

issues. More importantly, she's has edited them into precision and focus. She's given me

concise ways to describe almost every issue that will come up at the table in a way that

illumines rather than obfuscates.  Every waiter should have this book.Guests too.”

Mark A DeSouza, “Great title for wine newbies. Full disclosure - I have attended a couple of

Marnie Olds' classes in Philadelphia and enjoyed them, which is why I bought this book. While

not completely a new oenophile, I picked it up in the hopes that it would be accessible and

extend my knowledge. It succeeded on both counts. The concept of different writers for each

chapter followed by a quick comment from Marnie really worked well. Not for sommeliers, but

a great book for the rest of us.  Helps demystify some of the elements of wine.”

CO gardengirl, “Marnie's WINE SECRETS is "THE ONE!". High level information written in an

EASY to grasp manner. Marnie uses great illustrations to support the learning of wine! I have

attended her "What Not to Pair" dinner in Sausalito, California and she is an incredibly dynamic

& interactive sommelier who imparts her knowledge in a fun manner! If you purchase any

book on wine, THIS IS THE ONE!”

PENNY, “Birthday gift for a wine connoisseur. A gift for my husband. He's enjoying it. He says

it is well written, and he has learned some interesting information about  wine.”

Sandra Schweighofer, “Five Stars. EXCELLENT!!”

Karen Merc, “Fantastic book!. This book is so informative and easy to understand. It is

probably the best wine book I've read.  Thank you!!”

R. Keith Wilkinson, “Christmas Present. Purchased this as a Chistmas present. Cannot review

contents, but this book dealer was on the fast track for delivery.”

ZL, “This is the one you're looking for.. For the past ten years, I have gradually come to

appreciate a good glass of wine, but recently came to the realization that I had actually

LEARNED very little. I could discern some obvious points about dryness and such, but I had

absolutely no grasp of the basics of wine tasting and varietals.What I was looking for,

essentially, was a compact yet in-depth, accessible yet technical review of wine in general.

Something that would cover the basics of tasting, region, production, etc. There are certainly a



lot of options out there (including some 400- and 500-page textbook-like behemoths), but Wine

Secrets fit the bill above and beyond anything else. The book is a portable hardcover gem that

provides the perfect level of detail for any newcomer or lazy novice (like myself.) If you feel at

all intimidated by some of the more expansive standards like Zraly and Parker, this book is your

launching point.”

The book by Marnie Old has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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